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It’s been an unusually challenging couple of weeks, and it goes without saying that we hope
you and your family are safe and healthy as we tread through these uncertain times
together. Please know that the NewEra team is safe and here to serve you.
This Release has support for z/OS V2R4.
Please note: As of ICE 16.0 all the PROCs have changed. Please update all IFO PROCs in your System PROCLIB.
As of ICE 16.0 P1, we now store our Image FOCUS PROCs and Started Tasks in a new dataset called HLQ.PROCLIB.
Previously, these were stored in HLQ.INSTLIB.
As of ICE 16.0 P1, we have added a number of new Health Checks that run under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS. These
are:
NEZ_DMD_INSPECTION
NEZ_FTP_INSPECTION
NEZ_IKED_INSPECTION
NEZ_NSSD_INSPECTION
NEZ_PAGENT_INSPECTION
NEZ_PROFILE_INSPECTION
NEZ_SERVAUTH_INSPECTION
NEZ_TELNET_INSPECTION
** TCE - Added support for being able to exclude certain Items being stored in TCE Journals.
Case #2151 - IFO - OPSYS - Corrected an Issue with how the FLPA and MLPA datasets are displayed in the inspection
Dataset Report.
Case #2190 - IFO - OPSYS - Added additional support for the IRRPRMxx member.
Case #2192 - IFO - OPSYS - Added code to support deleting APF Entrees in Inspection Reports.
Case #2196 - IFO - CICS - Corrected an issue when selecting CICS to be inspected but not providing CICS Start command.
Case #2202 - IFO - TCPIP - PAGENT added support for #sign for dataset name.
Case #2203 - IFO - TCPIP - Corrected an issues when running a component Inspector.
Case #2204 - IFO - CICS - Corrected a Binder Error.
Case #2205 - IFO - TCPIP - FTP added support for SECURE_LOGON Statement.
Case #2206 - IFO - TCPIP - Added support for NOOUTBOUND keyword for NETACCESS Statement.

